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Consider a differentiable functional (in the sense of Gateaux 
where B is a real Banach space. Assume thatfattains its minimum at a unique 
point x, E B, so that 
F(x,) = $F(x) > -03. 
In this paper we are interested in approximations to x0. There are few 
instances where sequences converging to x0 can be actually constructed. We 
shall investigate the convergence of approximation to x,, obtained by the 
method of steepest descent. 
Throughout the paper we shall assume that B is a real reflexive Banach 
space and the pairing between y E B* and x E B will be denoted by (y, x). 
Further, we shall denote F = grad f and assume that this operator F: B --f B* 
is monotone, i.e., 
(F(x) - F(Y), x - Y> 3 0 
for each x, y E B. 
The sequence of successive approximations to x0 is defined as follows: 
x,+1 = xn - wWXJ, n = 1, 2,..., (1) 
where x1 , A: B* --f B and the “relaxation” coefficients E, will be specified 
later. Such processes were studied by many authors. Our note concerns the 
results of Vajnberg [4, 51. For a large bibiliography on the subject the 
reader may consult the article by LjubiE and Majstrovskij [3]. 
Before we discuss the convergence of the process (1) we shall state two 
auxiliary results guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of minrte f(x). 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume: 
(i) F is strictly monotone, i.e., (F(x) - F(y), x - y) > 0 for all 
x, y E B. 
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(ii) Let h be a real-valued, measurable function defined on [0, + 00) 
such that (F(x), x) 3 h(ll x 11). 
(iii) For certain R, > 0, 0 < s:” I A(t) dt < +oo. 
Then there exists a unique point x,, E B such that f(xO) = infzEsf(x) > -co. 
For the proof see DiviS [2]. 
In particular, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (i), (ii) of the above proposition be satisfied. Instead 
of (iii) we shall assume that x(t)/t is integrable on (0, R) for every R > 0 and 
R W) tdt = +co. (2) 
Then inf,,, f(x) is assumed at a unique point x0 E B and, moreover, 
liml~,ll++m f (x) = + ~0. 
We shall prove this last assertion. We have f (x) = f (0) + Jt (F(tx), tx) x 
(dt/t) 3 f (0) + ji (A(t . // x 11)/t) dt and for 11 x Ij = R we obtain f(x) > 
f (0) + Jf (Xt)/t) dt, whence liml~,ll~+~f(x) = +a by (2). 
Remark 1. Let v: [0, + co) + [0, + co) be a strictly increasing continuous 
function, ~(0) = 0, y( ) r -+ +co as r+ +co. Let B be a strictly convex 
space. Then A: B* -+ B is a duality mapping corresponding to y if 
(Y, AY) = II Y II . II AY IL II AY II = dlv II). 
For duality mappings, see e.g., Browder [l]. 
Our results can now be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. *Assume: 
(i) F satis$es all th e h ypotheses of Proposition 1 and further let F be 
&Holder continuous with some 0 < 6 < 1, i.e., 
II F(x + 4 - %dll < M(r) . II h IY, (3) 
where M is nondecreasing positive continuous function defined on [0, + co); 
x, x + h E D, = {x: /I x /I < r}. Moreover, let 
(F(x + h) - F(x), 4 3 WI h II) (4) 
for every x, h E B, where 6 is a continuous strictly increasing function defined 
on [0, +a) and G(0) = 0. 
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(ii) B is strictly convex and A: B* + B be a duality corresponding to 
a function 9) described in Remark 1 for which 
iiiii y,“(r)/r < + co. r-+0+ 
(iii) Let E, be such that 
$ < E,6M,Pn < 3, (6) 
where M, = mW, M&N, P, = maxUp ~“(11 F(x,)ll)/ll ~(-Ul), and 
R, > 11 x, I/ + ~(11 F(x,)lj). Then the sequence (1) converges towards x0 
with the choice x1 = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that F satisfies all the hypotheses of Proposition 2, 
the inequalities (3), (4) and the hypotheses (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1. Then the 
process (1) converges to x0 with x1 chosen arbitrarily. 
Remark 2. The result of Vajnberg [5] is contained in Theorem 2 with 
the special choice of q(r) = r, 6 = 1 and G(r) = r. Go(r), r > 0, where 
Go(r) satisfies uch conditions as we impose on 6. The proof will be a modi- 
fication of the method used by Vajnberg in [5]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 1, f assumes a minimum in E at 
a unique point x0. We have then F(x,) = 0. Further, we have the estimate 
.f(x> >f(O> + JoR" +) dt 
for all x E (x: 11 x I/ = R,). It follows then that 
for all x E E, jj x Ij 3 R, . (For proof see DiviS 121.) Now let x1 = 0 and con- 
sider the difference f(x,) - f(~~+~). Using Lagrange’s formula, there exists 
a 7, E ((41) such that.&) - f(xn+l> = (FCG+~ + T,& - x~+~)), x, - -~+d. 
Using (3) and the definition of A we obtain 
= (%A x, - x,+1) - (F(xn+l + ~&a - xn+d - F&J, x,+1 - xn> 
= 4Ii(X,), AF(xn)) - U%+I + T& - xn+lN - F(xn), x,+1 - xn) 
3 %a II m,)II * dll %G)II) 
- II F(x,+I + ‘-n(Xn - %+I)) - Wn)ll . /I &+I - xn 11 
> 6, II F&J1 * ~(11 W4l) - JWL) * (1 - 7,)’ . II x,+1 - x, 111+’ 
> E, II F(x,)ll ~(11 F(xn)ll) - W&J . da+” * $+“(ll FbN. 
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Notice that indeed x, , x,+~ + 7,(x, - x,+r) E DRn for n = 1,2,.... We 
have namely II x, II < R, , II x,+~ II < II x, II + ~(11 W,Jl) and by (61, 
E, < 1. Here we assume without loss of generality that F(x,) # 0 for every 
n = 1,2 ,..., We shall write now M, = max(1, M(R,)) and P, = 
max(1, ~6(/1F(~n)ll)/ll~(xn)!i). Observe that according to the Remark 1 and 
inequality (5), if (11 F(x,)ll} IS a b ounded sequence then so is {Pnj. 
With the above notation we have f(x,) -f(~~+~) > E, /I F(x,)ll 3 
~(11 F(x,)il) [l - M,E,~P,]. Consequently, if E,~ satisfy the inequalities (6), 
then 
fM - f(x,+d 2 h II K4 * ~(11 r;(xn)ll) > 0. 
Hence, the sequence { .f(x,)} is decreasing and lim,,, f(xJ 3 inf,,, f(x). 
With the choice x1 = 0 we find 
f(Xl) = f(O) > fW > f(4 > *... 
But for all x, 11 x iI > R, , we have f(x) > f(0) as mentioned above. Thus, 
all the x,‘s must lie in DRo and we conclude jl x, Ij < R,, (n = 1, 2,...). 
Consequently, by (3) {II %AII ’ b 1s ounded. Thus, both {M,} and {P,} are 
bounded sequences and let 1 < M, < K, 1 < P, < K. Then 
1/4M,P, 3 1/4K2 > 0 
and taking into account that lim,,, (f(xJ - f(x,+,)) = 0 and that 
f&J - f(X,,l) 2 kl II %Jll ?(I/ %a) 
3 4 * W4K”)“” * II WM . ~(11 %JllI 
we conclude that 
pi f-(x,) = 0. 
Next, using (4) and the fact that F(x,) = 0, we estimate 
G(ll xn - x0 II < mGa) - Wo), x, - x0) 
G II %%ll * II x?l - x0 II G ml * II %%aN 
whence 6(1/x,-x0)/)--+0 as n++co and then, IIx,--xol~+O as 
n + + co. We have, in fact, the error estimate 
II xn - xo II d @Wo . II %Jll) 
and also 
f(x,) --j-(x0> = two + T&a - x0)), x, - x0) < c * II &I - x0 I/l+s, 
C independent of II. 
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Remark 3. From the last inequality we see, that (~3, under the circum- 
stances, is a minimizing sequence forf. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It differs from the above proof in the following 
way: First, x1 E B can be chosen arbitrarily. Next, the boundedness of the 
sequence (x3 must be shown in a different way. We have, as before, 
f(&) >f(Xn+d 3 gfw > ---a, n = 1, 2,...; 
thus limn+mf(~n) exists and is finite. If {x,} was not bounded, for a subse- 
quence k,> OfhA II xnk II --f + cc and we would have lim,,,, f(x,J = + co, 
a contradiction. This finishes the proof. Note that for the error estimate we 
again obtain 
I! xn - x0 II G =vc * II r;(x,)ll), 
where jl x, II < C (n = 1, 2,...). 
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